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San Carlos Apache Reservation – Today, the San Carlos Apache Tribe announced that it has
secured an online sports betting (also known as event wagering) license in partnership with
WynnBET, the premier sports betting app from the global leader in luxury hospitality. Players in
Arizona can begin pre-registering and depositing on Saturday with the state scheduled to go live
on Thursday, Sept. 9.
Terry Rambler, Chairman of the Tribe, said, “Through the Tribe’s partnership with
WynnBET, we can now take gaming entertainment to a new, most exciting level, and into the 21st
Century. More than that, sports betting will expand revenues, and, in doing so, the Tribe can
increase its investments in scholarships, public safety, and social welfare programs that will
provide our members with new hope and opportunity.”
WynnBET’s CEO, Sadok Kohen, said, “WynnBET’s partnership with the Tribe is
historic. We look forward to bringing our mobile sports app and brand to the high desert of
eastern Arizona and to the patrons of Apache Gold and Apache Sky.”
Arizona patrons will have access to Wynn Rewards when they pre-register, which will
provide them a variety of benefits. Wynn Rewards includes three-member tiers: Red, Platinum
and Black. FREECREDIT and COMPDOLLARS, two key tenets of Wynn Rewards, are now
available for WynnBET players to earn.
For more information, visit www.WynnBET.com or www.WynnInteractive.com.
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Wynn Interactive is the online gaming division of Wynn Resorts, Ltd. (Nasdaq: WYNN)
offering a world-class collection of casino and sports betting mobile options for discerning
players who understand the difference between placing a bet and experiencing a bet. Wynn
Interactive products, which operate under the WynnBET, WynnSLOTS, and BetBull brands, are
designed to digitally deliver the legendary service and guest experience Wynn Resorts is known
for, backed by the Company's trusted legacy as the world's premier international casino operator.
WynnBET is anchored by its eponymous mobile sports and casino betting app providing
one-of-a-kind experiences, unique social betting mechanics, and a high-quality user interface.
Currently available in Arizona, Colorado, Indiana, Michigan, New Jersey, Tennessee and
Virginia, WynnBET is poised for rapid expansion in 2021 with several pending license
applications in process. WynnBET is an Authorized Gaming Operator of NASCAR and proud
marketing partner of several NFL, NBA and MLB teams. For more information, visit
www.wynninteractive.com or www.WynnBET.com.
About San Carlos Apache Tribe
The San Carlos Apache Indian Reservation spans Gila, Graham, and Pinal Counties in
southeastern Arizona, roaming over a landscape that ranges from alpine meadows to desert.
Encompassing 1,834,781 acres, the San Carlos Apache Reservation was established by executive
order on November 9, 1871. Over one-third of the community's land is forested (175,000 acres) or
wooded (665,000) acres). Forest lands, with their jumbled topography, create a naturally superior
habitat for many wildlife species causing elk, mule deer, white tail deer, big horn sheep, turkeys,
black bear and mountain lion to be at home on this reservation. A portion of the reservation is
contiguous with the largest stand of ponderosa pines in the world. The Apaches are descendent of
the Athabascan family who migrated to the Southwest in the 10th century. Over time, many bands
of Apache were relocated to the reservation from their traditional homelands, which once
extended through Arizona and New Mexico.
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